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sum of the voltages between the consecutive bars against the position of the bar, since, with the
windings mentioned above, the potential curve is equal to the sum of the field curves. EFFICIENCY
Introduction As in the case of other transformations of energy, in the conversion of electrical into
mechanical, or vice versa, losses arise which, with dynamos and motors, are of an electrical
(magnetic) and mechanical nature. The value of these losses (i.e. the determination of efficiency) is,
from the reasons given in Chapter III., of great importance. Though from a commercial point of view
the knowledge of the total efficiency is quite sufficient, it is very important for the designer of au
electric machine to know how the total losses arising in a machine are comprised. We shall
therefore not only deal with the various uiethods for the determination of efficiency of...
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Great e-book and helpful one. It usually fails to cost an excessive amount of. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this pdf to find
out.
-- Meagan Beahan
It is an amazing publication which i actually have at any time go through. It really is writter in easy words and phrases rather than hard to understand. Its
been developed in an extremely easy way which is merely following i finished reading through this pdf in which actually changed me, affect the way i think.
-- Garry Lind
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